Principal Investigator Web Reporting System

UCR Computing & Communications

“The PIWRS is an excellent web-based tool developed specifically for our campus Principal Investigators (PIs). It is important for PIs to have access to consistent and reliable monthly contract and grant reports in order to perform their financial management responsibilities. The monthly expenditure activity by PIWRS is presented in a succinct style with the ability to easily drill into salary, purchase order, and travel details. Although the PIWRS is a standardized report, the system offers the PI the option to customize their report with the system’s various features and views. As the campus Controller, I fully support PIWRS.”

- Associate Vice Chancellor Bobbi McCracken, Finance & Business Operations

“The PI Web Reporting System is a wonderful step forward for the UC Riverside campus. The first phase of the deployment allows PIs to review fund balances online and drill into detailed information as needed (down to actual Purchase Orders, Travel expenditures, and salary details). But most importantly, the PIWRS serves as a foundation for UCR’s new Annual Salary Certification system that is a replacement for UCR’s paper based Effort Reporting system. Notably, we have just this Spring received approval from the US Department of Health and Social Services (our cognizant agency for federal funding) to implement this replacement for Effort Reporting in large measure because we have the information system and database already implemented so that we will be able to implement and closely audit the success of this new Payroll Certification system.

Using this PI Web Reporting System, from a single web interface, campus PIs can view salary and benefit details, mark monthly reports as reviewed, and then perform Annual Salary Certifications (the budget review
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The period is automatically presented to PI from data in the campus financial system. Our hope is that the PIWRS and the Annual Salary Certifications will provide greater accountability, accuracy, efficiency, and transparency as well as provide better alignment with federal financial status reporting. Again, the PIWRS is a marvelous step forward for UCR, and depending on the outcome of the Federal Demonstration Project, for all of UC as well.

The PI Web Reporting System is a wonderful addition in making life easier for the PIs, the Office of Research, and our auditors.”

- Vice Chancellor of Research, Charles Louis

Background

The PI Web Reporting System (PIWRS) is a campus reporting tool that generates monthly contract and grant financial reports for Principal Investigators (PIs). This reporting system, initially released in 2010, presents summary and detail reports designed to facilitate the review of month-to-month expenditures and overall fund balances. PIWRS is intuitive and easy to use, and transparently presents the balance of each contract and grant fund directly to the responsible PI.

The PI Web Reporting System provides the foundation for a Federal Demonstration Project (FDP) to replace the quarterly effort reporting process (known as the Annual Salary Certification system). Effort reporting, which is mandated by the federal government, requires that PIs must certify the amount of effort expended on a particular contract or grant. The notion of effort is nebulous, not well understood, and can potentially have different meanings to different people. In response to this, UCR and UCI have put forth a proposal and received approval to satisfy the effort reporting requirement via payroll certifications. For UCR, the ability to perform payroll certifications was only possible because of the PI Web Reporting System.

In summary, the PIWRS based Annual Payroll Certifications will replace UCR’s paper-based, quarterly effort reporting process. A second PIWRS tool, the PIWRS Monthly Payroll / Expenditure Review system, is a system for PIs to review contract and grant expenditures regularly throughout the year so errors can be promptly detected and corrected. These monthly reviews will facilitate the completion of the Annual Payroll Certifications.
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Summary Report – PIWRS (click on fund to drill into balances)

Monthly Detail Report – PIWRS (click linked items to drill into details)
PIWRS is the principal tool in use at UCR for tracking financial activity on contract and grant funding sources. Its importance can be further demonstrated by the following highlights.

- PIWRS is automatically available to every Principal Investigator via UCR’s single-sign-on portal environment: R'Space.
- The user interface is developed with open-source javascript libraries.
  - Back-end SQL code is abstracted from the user interface and separately maintained.
- PIWRS is available to all campus departments.
  - It monitors all contract and grant funds.
- Enables direct communication/connection with the Principal Investigator
  - PIWRS provides scheduled e-mail alerts that give details on monthly statements, fund balances, expenditures, and projections.
- PIWRS supports optional roles
  - Principal Investigator is able to assign Coordinator and Collaborator roles
    - Coordinators are users which work in the same accountability structure and are given access to make projections on the monthly reports.
      - Projections can help make the report more accurate by providing forecasts of balance expenditures or profits. The optional coordinator role allows for better oversight of fund expenditures.
    - Collaborators are members of the campus community who work very closely with the Principal Investigator. The collaborator is able to view and get a better understanding of their related fund.
- PIWRS utilizes an intuitive Web2.0 interface build with open source Java script libraries
  - The improved interface allows for greater customization and personalization of the system based on individual preferences. The user is able to:
    - Nickname individual funds
    - Control where and how funds display on the report
    - Apply color themes
- PIWRS is able to provide a wide range of details
  - The Principal Investigator is able to view report elements that range from comprehensive fund summaries to individual purchases. PIWRS gives the user control over what they would like to view.
Technical Highlights:

- The PIWRS utilizes UCR’s standard Oracle/Solaris enterprise platform and leverages UCR’s various transaction processing systems and data stores include the PeopleSoft Financial System, financial and budgetary data marts, payroll expense data mart, research administration data mart, and directory and LDAP attributes.

- The PIWRS utilizes Central Authentication Services (CAS – open source) for user authentication and the Enterprise Access Control System (EACS) for departmental user authorization and the UCR Attribute server for faculty authorization.

- The user interface is built use the open source Ext JS (Java Script) Libraries. The UCR UI code is available for re-use throughout the system if desired / appropriate.

- The system uses template-based automated email notifications.

Implementation Timeline

- Phase 1 – Core Functionality
  - Fall 2011. Campus implementation of the PIWRS system that includes Summary and Detail reports designed to facilitate the review of month-to-month expenditures and overall fund balances.

- Phase 2 – Monthly Expenditure Review System
  - Spring 2011. Phase two will add new functionality to the payroll review aspect of the PIWRS. Known as the Payroll Overview Report or “drill down,” this process allows faculty to review salary and benefit information with greater precision by providing greater detail to the salary and benefit expenditures, and how those expenditures compare with various funds.

- Phase 3 – Annual Payroll Certification System
  - Spring 2011. Phase three will implement an overhaul of the Annual Payroll Certification System (APCS). The APCS is a formal process mandated by the U.S. government that requires all Principal Investigators to annually certify that all payroll salaries were paid fairly, and that contracts and grants were reasonably spent. Previously, the APCS were usually done quarterly and filled out on paper by the Principal Investigators. PIWRS changes this lengthy process by producing all the records electronically.
    - The U.S. government has given special permission, known as a Federal Demonstration Project (FDP), to two UCs (UCI and UCR) to implement this new APCS, and UCR is implementing the new electronic method through PIWRS.

Responses
“With the campus-wide implementation of the PI Web Reporting System (PIWRS), all PIs are now, for the first
time, assured of receiving monthly financial statements of their contract and grant funds that correctly report
their current fund balances as well as their current month expenses. As an organizational chief financial officer,
the assurance that all PIs will receive their monthly financial reports is extremely comforting. In the past it has
happened from time to time that faculty does not always receive accurate and timely financial reports. With the
advent of PIWRS, this can no longer happen because they are automatically generated each month.”

- Millie Garrison, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer, College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
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